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Chinese Americans haVe been called inscrutable--not,
open to being understood.. More casual, spqataneous, and expressive

- people find it hard to understand the strict discipline of feelings
and highly selective'and. controlled expressions such as the Chinese
American map practice. This paper serves as a social introduction to
the Chinese American. For brevity's sake, the term "Chinese American"

.is used in referring to Americans of Chinese ancestry and the term
"Chinese" when referring to that C

.ultural heritage or self -

identification. Among the issues that are addressed are'the
following;. Chinatown, three Chinese AmeriCan approaches to life
(traditional, marginal, activist) and the cultural practices most
often retained by the-Chinese (fq.ods, language, symbols, celebrations
and observances, religio,n, extended family bonds, personal and family
pride, and perseverance). The Chinese American'is nc foreigner, as
Chinese have been in Southern California for over a hundred years. J

Immigration was cut off from 1882:to 1943, and between 1943 and 1965
only 105 Chines were 'allowed to enter the U.S. , each year. In 1965,,
the strict quota was relaxed to match that of oiherdeduntries. the
ratio of foreign born to native born isNpow increasing. The
stereotypes associated with the Chinese=American--that.of they "have
it made ", .and "they are all alike"--are refuted. (Author/AM)
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THE CHIN AMERICAN

INSCRUT,ABL O'SOME

The Chinese American* is not st fyr a Chinese
person who lives in this country. He is sep ted from
the Chinese a China by his experience as a me r of
an American rninonty. This history of the Chine
American what has gone into his making )s just now
beginning to be recognized and appreciated.

The term "Chinese American" may be applied to
the recent immigrant or to the person whose great great
great grandfather was an immigrant. In between these
extremes are the Americans of Chinese ancestry whom
the reader is most likely to meet.

. This paper is intended to be rather like a social
introduction to provide a beginning. at follows
that introduction 'is largely up to the rea e . It can be
exploration and d overy of ways in which yot4 and
Chinese American i dividuals are alike or different, in
agreement 'or disagr ement,. potentially cooperative or
conflicting. Whether r not a person chooses to interact
with another and how he will interact should grow out
of such knowledge.

For brevity have used t e term "Chinese American"
in referring to Americans o Chinese ancestry andhe
term "Chinese"' when referri to that cultural heritage
'or (self) identification.
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THE CHINESE AMERICAN IS NO FOREIGNER

In order to manage Me here, newly arrived Chinese immigrants
must become "Americanized" to some degree. In contrast, the.
Chinese you are most likely to meet Mave not in/de and never will
make that change they were born Chinese American. English is
their native tongue and American is their native culture. They Can
no more be "Americanized" dan a native of LoS Angeles can be
"urbanized."

a

-Chinese Americans may choose and retainChinese ways and
things to enrich their lives Just as city dwellers may choose gardening,
country music,or horseback riding to enrich theirs.

On ci deeper level the Chinese Americans may retain Chinese
values, attitudes and manners in the way that city dwellers may
reflect the rural orientation of their parents or grandparents. Fors ,.

instance, to the completely urban person, trees, plants and flowers
suggest wealth and leisure, while the country person takes them as a"
matter of course. The small town person quite naturally greets
strangers; while the city dweller automatically.locks doors.

Most'Americans do not know or do not remember that Chinese
have bgen, in Southern California fOr over a hundred years. There are
thitd, fourth and later generations of Chinese Americans who retain
only those parts,of the Chinese culture which they have made a very
conscious effort to retain.

IMMIGRATION WAS CUT OFF ;

From 1882 to 1943 American law prohibited the entry of Chi-
nese except for staffs of officials, ceitain students, teachers, traders
and/ travellers, chticrren of citizens Nand also grandchildren under
certain circumstances. The same law made Chinese ineligible for
naturalized citizenship. jt was the first time this country restricted
immigration of ah entire'ethnic group by law.

Destruction of birth records in the San Francisco earthquake
and fire of 1906 enabled many Chinese to claim U.S. citizenship. As
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citizens t4ie4 were eligible to bring their children irri.Q the country. It
became common practice to report the birth of a child (uSually a son)
after each trip' tb China. A relative or friend, or a strange willing to
buy the imMigration papers could enter the United States as this ,

"paper son." Many Chinese Americans avoid contacts with govern-
ments for fear that "paper, fathers" and "paper sons" will be exposed

.and deported:

.NOW THERE ARE NEWCOMERS

Between 1943 end 1965 only 105 Chinese (outside of special /
exempted categories) were allowed to enter this country each year.
In 1965 the strict quota was relaxed to,match that of other countries.
The rcitjo of foreign born to native-born is novii increasing.

Many of these newcomers have English language skills. They
rather quickly join Chinese American residential clusterS such as
those in the Crenshaw:Exposition area, Monterey Park, South
Pasadena, Torrance and parts of Orange County. I

'

But for those without English language skills, the hOpes for a
better life in Gold Mountain (as America is called in the Chinese
language), may all but die in the Chinatown area. To venture beyond
Chinatown into the metropolis is an act of will and nerve if you,
speak no English.

. Most non English speaking Chinese must ake do with the
hodsing, jobs, food and other products avails le within walking
distance of Chinatown, or those which can be rea ed by memorized
bus routes. The housing is poor and,Or expensive, jobs are scarce and
often pitifully low Paying: These factors combine to exhaust time
and energy and hope!

CHINATOWN '-

Although 'Chinatown now serves as a shelter from language
problems, this (shared language) was bfQ,kone of thq reasons for its
creation.

6
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A4 first, in spite of language and cultural differ pcef ts,he
Chinese mixed uneventfully with the rest of the population. Co-

' existence' however, became difficult, and then nearly impossible as
the number of Chinese grew and their role in the economy changed.

, At the time of struggle bettheen workers and employers, whil6 the)
labor movertvent was organizing, Chinese workers were often used as
strike- breakers. Since most Chinese laborers were in the employ of

.big business (e.g. railroads and farming giants), they were called the,
tools of big business and suffered the consequences. Thep-, as-some.
Chinese began to start businesses of their own, the competition and
hostility became more direct. In the depressed econ my of the 1870's
thii minority had the misfortune of being a I ighly visible and
vulnerable threat, a race to be feared and hated.

r

In the face of widespread discriminItion and ersecution, the
Chinese drew together for safety 'and mutual support, ey established
Chinatowns.

In time, Chinatown became a tourist attraction. It also became
a model ghetto keeping its troubles to itself., Chinese white collar
workers, businessmen and professionals who came out of Chinatowns
at great human cost and pain were pointed out a "successful
minority."

THE CHINESE AMERICAN DOESN'T "HAVE IT MADE"

The "success" of the Chinese American is not what it appears to
be. The Chinese American population in the Los Angeles Co.uniy has
a higher number of years schooling (median) than the white poi vila-
tion. There are more Chinese American adult,males (median) in
"professional, technical and kindred,".a d "management administra
tive, excepting farming" jobs than ther are'in the white population.4
Since these two job categories a orally higher paying, and tend
to offer the mostjopportunity for ,advancement and job security, we
might -expect these differences .in education and employment to be

iv,s.:Census, 1970 7
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reflected in higher income. Yet the Chinese have a lower edian
family income than the,'-white population.* The.awaieness,of being

. on the outside is reflected in the use of the term "American" by
Chinese to mean "white." _

, .
i

-- = THEY AREN'T ALL ALIKE
. . .

Concerning any df th e minorities, the advice ,cannot- be over-2
stated. expect diversity. A woman wearing the cheongsam (manda0
collared sheath with sid&Slit skirt), may speak the, King's English as6,
taught in 14on9 Kong private schoqls, or she may §peak.n9 English at
all. A Young man in faded jeans with long hair may speak English `:

`witi-ia heavyXhiriese accent, or he ma 'speak American slang the;
defie,s -middle aged decoding. Chinese Americans are also diverse in
the Chinese they speak. Although the national language Of Chinese is
Mandarin (originally from northern Chinal, the dialect Rost ustd here
is Cantonese (thFpOncipal dialect of a province in sotythern ChinaP
To further complicate the picture, there ate also regiunal dialects and
village4lialect% Mandarin and Cantonese are so distinct that they may

- as well be entirelydifferent spoken languages, and some local dialect,
are- equally unintelligible to all but the locals. The Witten latiggage,
how% ever; is common to all.

-,
. -

* 7 41
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Thebest way to open communications is to speak to the itidivid-
, ual. The 34%* of the 41,500* Chinese Americans in Los ageles

-- - COulity who are 'ealifornia-born are understandably put off whdn. ..
gonylimen-ted on hoWwell they 'speak EngliTh. The 51% who,*
foreign. born; even ,those-who have lived hers most of their lives, may

`..": be perpieX4d to hear that you think they're ;..ight on.
,

.
--.:,
..v.
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A
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... .: POSITIVE PREJUDGMENTS ARE DAMAGING, T.00 !-N

.!, -, . . . %, '-'----,

., There..ts. some truth in commonly. held
I.

assumptions about .

Chirfdse Americans that they are responiible, industrious, ccholas,ly,
quiet, frugal, modest, and family-oriented. They will, and do, kid

I . !I . ,
k

...% *.
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.among themselves about the -things which are "typically Chihese";'
but more and more the younger people are insisting on the right to be
individuals. Any assumptions and prejudgments deny thaeright and,
are destructive. Both positive stereotypes and negative ktereotypes are
wrong: They stifle and corfsrxict. A positive stereotype is like the
burden of having.not just one, but 10,000 big brothers who'ivere ,

honor students.

. -

THREE CHINESE AMERICAN Ai3P NNCHES TO LIFE

acceptedThe'traditional approach is exemplified by those.
whatever Work was available; however Menial, and mira
produced, a college trained second ge ration. These include t
Chinatown miteKwho are too busy. wit the wo of survival tt

%teem much English. Some *re professionals who aye been cut off,
.: from their real vocations by,,the language barrier= Another example is

the immigrant woman vho. never before work d outside the home,
but who has picked up skills. in Chinatown sewing factories to hel

,. < .
, meet famili-ekpenses

a Ilk i i
r I ' .

This apprOach in life tends to bib_ cautious and nseryative,
ru141by a.high'seise of duty to familiei and extende amilies.

..A- -
A

An' important ,part of this approach is e focus on persbnal
marriagebonds such as and blood ties, rater than commitment toe

,.calises.,The same discrimination and per cution which contributed
. ,,..

- . to thkereation of Chinatown also cause Chinese, Anaericans'to avoid
pudlic notice and to devote their e rgies to primary needs in the

.1'

. . family. .-

,
Yhe,,traditionalstyle is limited to the immigrant generation

,

,F1c:!r.- to ewe!'" scieio econoniic; classes. Soine recent immigrants are'immigrants
activists and some upper mi dle class professional% are as traditional
as-their parents. and_gram:dp. rents.ir . .

.. h'.The person Wit
eithet in the Chin
He is rf.;eienfiCiou

entification is not really at home'
merican subculture or in the American world.

of the differences that separate him from the

9 4 . '



more traditional person. At the same time he sees himself (and is
often treated) as a fringe member of the American community. But,
very gradually, changes are being made. Marginal Chinese Amdicans
now participate in activities which have specific impact on fundamen-
tal Chinese values (e.g. prOfessional organizations or school support
groups). Even -this is a departure- from their.-traditional upbringing:
Scime will now actively support, for instance, opposition to a new
thoroughfare that would cut into the school yard. Chinese Americans
are becoming more involved in the wider community.

The Chinese .A;nerican activist, willing to 'engage in active
conflict over issues and to insist on his rights, is not alwqs a thor-
oughly American youth. The activist may also be:a recent immigrant
who has experienced effective group action and who does not feel or
act like a member of a minority. The history of discrimination and
persecution that made many Chinese Americans hesitant to speak up-
does not exist for this newrnerican.-.

CULTURAL PRACTICES MOST OFTEN
RETAINED BY THE CHINESE

Foods come to'mind first. About the safest generalization one
could make is that Chinese.Americans enjoy Chinese food And they.,
use chopsticks fo eat it, even those who eat it only in restaurants
when a Chinese-speaking relative or. friend is there to order "the real
thing." Chopsticks and the g cleaver are standard furnishings in
most Chinese homes, even ose where the closest thing to ethnic
cuisine is the use of soy sau e in the gravy.

Many Chinese Ame _can families routinely have rice rather tan-,
bread or potatoes wit inner; some have simplified Chinesev_enui
(just one vegetable anione meat dish, instead of many).

Languagg,,as we haye said, is varied. ,It is not uncommon for
immigrant parents to speak Chinese to their children and be answered
in English. Soth may have a listening knowledge (or lucky guesses) of
the other language. One young Chinese American woman complains
that, when she tries to practice her Chinese on her mother, her mother
refuses to help she (the mother) wants to practice understanding
and speaking English.

7



Mang Chinese Americans have Chinese names. Some of the
Karnes lend themselves to translation, such as "Moonbeam" or "help
Snow," otbers,ar'e seldom used Words which are more difficult to
translate. Rath'er than actually, translate the. Chinese name, parents
sometimes select American names which are phonetically similar tp,
the C>inese names. Eileen may be Oi lin; y Vilbert, Wah But. In the
homes with third generation parents, children may barely remember
the Chinese-names their.grapparents gave them, badly misproilounce
them, and be unable to recognize them in writing. Early in this
century, the reverse was more likely to be true.,,A little immigrant
girl who had, been _ given an American, name by .her (segregated
Chinatowbn)' public school teacher would stop irl the middle öf play to
ask her friend; 'Effie, Effie, what's my American name?" It was
important for her cto learn herAmerican name it would be a part of
her future. To that little% girl and r-nany who followed her, their-
Chirfese names were essential...To )ack a Chinese name,vvas to lack
identity to betaton-e:ritity.Tb today's child:a Chinese name may be

, no more than an iriterestiOg "extra," ar,tie-with the past.

Many Chineie Americans have had,,,their names reversed by un-.
knoWing American immigratIon of4cils', teachers, ansi Americans in
general. 'Mr. Chan Dy Hoy4surnai-4 Chan) was Mr. Hoy. His-
children and grandchildren are Hoys. They are understood by the
Chinese, though, to really be Chans. 4

For those persons who have a hard time telling Chinese from
other Asians, a good clue is the farriily name. Only a very few Chinese
surnames (Sob Hoo, for instance) have aspariy as'two syllables.

The more. traditional Chinese a person's orientation, the.more
important symbols are likely to be. For example, he approaqh to a
home and the view frorri the front door can portend an open way,
obstructions, or a bad outlook. And the first item carried into anew
home should be something of culture, Perhaps vase, or a carved
table surely not a box of dirty clqthes. Odd numbers are bad luck;
even numbers, good. Until recently, it was wrong to wear a dark blue
or black dress to a party or wedding. Those were mourning colors.

Celebrations and observances retain bicul rateleMents: Chin se



and "American" New Years Days, births, marriage's and funerals
/usually, include observance of some Chinese customs, For those

families able to afford it, 51st, 61st, 71st, 81st, 91st, etc. birthdays
Are elaborately celebrated, sometimes'with hundreds of guests at a
great banquet. Almost all Chinese Americans of all generations are
familiar with money gifts wrappe'd in red paper for good luck. These
may be token gifts of coins or larger sums; they are given by.rnarrhed

4adults, usually to younger unmairied friends and relatives.

. f It the Chinese Americans you meet identify with a religion,it is
most ligely Christian. There are about three dozen Chinese Christian
.congregations in this region. Those of the major denominations,

ostly located in central Los Angeles, serve as gatherIng,centers for
me_ bets living /3s far away as Long ,Beachpr Fullerton.'0Verlapping
the -religious preferences, the Confucian teachings continue to be

." fundameital; courtesy, faithfulness, thrift, upholding of honor,and,
aboyes all, filial piety, respect for and devotion to elders. When a
Chinese person, speakingeChinese, addresses his unclei., the listener
knowsloy the word for "uncle" which he uses, whether that man is a
maternal or paternal uncle, whether he is related by blood,or by
marriage, and whether a paternal uncle is older or younger than the
speaker's father. Each person, according to the Chinese scheme, has
responsibilities and privileges fitting his place.' The younger or,
subordinate must respect (and therefore comply with) the will of the
elder or superior.

On the other hand, it is interesting to see that certain male
cousins are called "brother" in Chinese, and certain female cousins
are "sister." Here the language expresses theexten4id family bonds.
Family bonds, though they are relaxing among the native born, are
still relatively strong, For instance, 91t of ChineseAmericans under
1.8 years of age in Los Angeles Cougty'live with bath parents com-
pared to 78% of thote populations as a whole.*

p. S. Censga, 1970
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`,13r-sonal and family prde, called "face," continues to influence
traditional and marginal Cqnese Americans. Embarrassment is rM
taken lightly only one s ep from shameand shame,reflects on vs

the entire tamily and extended amily\. "Face" has been given as the
reason for restraint, caujion, av ding risks. The Chinese proverbs
kept alive in,Americ-airun more insth vein of "better safe than sorry,"
not"easy come, easy go." Caution was ssential to people who at one
iicne were, bylaw, prohibited from testi ing in court, for or against
any- inihite person. The Chinese American le ned that fostering some
elements Of his Chinese heritage, genei-ally pass e elements, increased
his chances Of survival, Other, more active philo shies, if Practiced,
would result in violent humiliation. 't adly, pride ans ariness prevent
many Chinese Americans from using government, prop ms tO.which
they are entitleven sociarsecurity benefits. It is very ficult for
them- to ask assistance and tkjinswer personal questions; and
qu'e.stioning may uncover family Immigration secrets..

The ordered way of life results in more formality than Western-
rs'are used to. The most respectful names ("Dr. Low, Miss Kwok")

are.used Unless' ihe, person addressed asks 'you to use a less formal
name It would bes pre5Umptious to doNotherwise. FOrmality inhibits:

physical` expressions, too, such as hugging or kissing in greeting. It is
only he most American. Chinese person who feels at home with such
gree gs. Just as much k'issing_on the lips in greeting 'is said to be
"1-1010i/odd," touching in, (Iro the Chinese) is "AmeriCan."
Subalued expressions by Chinese Americans, however should 'not e

raken.to mean the absence of emotions.
-e

PerseyeretiCe has been 'costly. The Chinese American has
trvived leijislated discrimination (being denied naturalized cittzen
shR,apd 'being' singled out for taxing4as a "foreign" miner). He has
survived -mob' violence such as the Los Angeles Massacre of. 19,
thinvse,in 1871 and similar incidents in other, Chinatowns of the
Pacific ,states., He is surviyin6 more and less subtle continuing
'discrimination and misunderstanding. The "Chinaman" was cqnsid-
ered subhuman, he was a "Yellow peril." To .be given "not a
Chinaman's chance" was.113 be as gopd as dead. Theword "Chirraman"
hai-become offensive to Americansof Chinese ancestry.

it
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ARE THEY INSCRUTABLE?

Chinese Americans have been called inscrutable not oib n to
beirig easily understood. More casual, spontaneous, and expre ive
people find it hard, to understand strict discipline of feelings d

highly selective and controlled expressions such as the, Chine
American may practice.

. Understanding the ,Chinese American will come most easily to
Those who respect differences:

Differences between the Chinese americans and other Americans.

P.
Differences among Americans of Chinese ancestry.

f
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